Abstract-Consider a distributed system that delivers a set of services (such as message routing, maintenance of a global invariant, leader election, mutual exclusion, and so forth) to a distributed application. Such a system often provides its services at all times, regardless of whether or not these services are in demand at any given time. This leads to wasteful use of system resources. In this paper, we propose a novel stabilizing protocol for deactivating the system services in the absence of demand and reactivating the services upon demand. The proposed protocol is simple enough. When a process needs a service, it periodically sends messages that reach every other process in the system and causes every process to reactivate the service. For this purpose, only a single-type message carrying no information is sent in the system. When no process needs the service, the sending of messages is stopped, causing every process to deactivate the service. The proposed system has many applications in mobile and sensor networks.
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INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER a distributed system delivering a set of services to a distributed application such as message routing, maintenance of a global invariant, leader election, mutual exclusion, and so forth. Assume that, in such a system, each process has two modes of operation, namely, active and deactivated. A process in the active mode performs all of the regular process activities, whereas, in the deactivated mode, the process suspends all regular activities except for the reactivation activities. A reactivation activity involves either sensing some activity in the environment of the process or the receipt of a message that informs the process that another process in the system is active. Most systems often keep all processes in the active mode at all times, regardless of whether or not system services are in demand at any given time. This leads to the wasteful use of system resources. Ideally, these services are provided on demand, that is, all system processes delivering the services are activated in the presence of these demands and deactivated in the absence of demands. A deactivation/reactivation protocol ensures that two conditions are satisfied about the status of the system processes. First, after the system enters a system state where no process in the system experiences local reactivation activity, all system processes are in the deactivated mode in a bounded time and the system processes remain deactivated as long as no system process is experiencing any local reactivation activity. Second, after the system enters a system state where there exists at least one system process experiencing local reactivation activity, all system processes enter the active mode in bounded time and the system processes remain active as long as there exists at least one system process experiencing local reactivation activity. Service deactivation/reactivation is especially critical in sensor networks for conserving scarce power. Sensor nodes have a special mode called "inactive" in which the node consumes a fraction of the regular power consumption.
Deactivation/reactivation protocols have a wide range of applications such as leader election and on-demand routing in distributed systems. For example, consider a distributed application requiring leader election for some of its tasks for a limited duration of time. In this system, when the leader election is required by the distributed application, one or more of the distributed application processes indicate the demand for leader election to their corresponding leader election subsystem processes. Then, upon detecting that the distributed application requires leader election, a subset of the leader election subsystem processes spontaneously wakes up and starts the leader election algorithm by activating all leader election subsystem processes. With the participation of all subsystem processes, the leader election algorithm elects a leader in the system. Upon completion of the leader election, the distributed application completes its task requiring the leader election and indicates to all of the leader election subsystem processes the absence of demand for leader election. Then, no process of the leader election subsystem observes the demand for the leader election. Consecutively, all of the leader election processes are deactivated. In addition, to minimize the control overhead in ad hoc mobile and sensor networks, ondemand routing tables for interprocess communication are built only as desired by the source nodes and maintained as long as they are on demand by sources. For this purpose, all or some of the system processes are activated to build the routing tables and to perform the routing. Then, when no source process remains in the system (or in a locality), the routing tables are destroyed and all of the system processes are deactivated.
On-demand routing protocols have been proposed for sensor, mobile, and radio networks. For instance, Perkins and Royer designed an ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing algorithm for ad hoc mobile networks, implementing both unicast and multicast routing [1] . Their algorithm builds routes between nodes only as desired by source nodes and maintains these routes as long as they are in demand by the sources. In a related work, Hu et al. propose a secure ondemand routing protocol for ad hoc networks [2] . In [3] , Kravets and Zheng propose an extensible on-demand power management framework for ad hoc networks that adapts to traffic load.
Stabilization is a desirable property for a deactivation/ reactivation protocol to eliminate the system initialization and withstand transient faults. A stabilizing system guarantees that, regardless of the current configuration, the system reaches a legal state in a bounded number of steps and the system state remains legal thereafter. Due to this attribute, stabilizing algorithms are able to withstand transient failures. We view a fault that perturbs the state of the system but not the program as a transient fault. Due to these features, devising stabilizing distributed sensor and mobile network protocols is desirable.
In the area of stabilization, the concept of stabilizing deactivation/reactivation is related to the silent stabilization paradigm of Dolev et al. [4] . A silent stabilizing system is guaranteed to enter a state where all of the actions of the processes are disabled. In such a state, although the guards that check some local invariants over the state of the process and its neighbors are disabled, in order to detect any perturbation of the global state, a silent stabilizing system continuously reevaluates certain local invariants to discover whether or not the invariants hold. This leads to the "pseudotermination" of stabilizing systems, where, although the global invariant has been satisfied and the state of the system has stabilized, the message transmission and/or the verification of the local invariants continues, causing the waste of the channel bandwidth, battery power, and other resources in the absence of demand for these services. A deactivation/reactivation protocol distinguishes itself from a silent stabilizing protocol in the following way: In a silent stabilizing system, upon system termination, the message exchange among system processes continues, whereas, in a deactivation/reactivation system, after reaching a state where no active process remains, the message exchange among system processes is suspended.
A related problem, the wake-up problem, is a well-studied problem in distributed computing [5] . Starting in a system state where all processes are asleep, a distributed wake-up protocol activates all the system processes after one or more of the system processes spontaneously wake up. In [6] , Gasieniec et al. propose a wake-up protocol for synchronous broadcast systems. Fischer et al. in [7] present a solution to a variation of the wake-up problem resembling the consensus problem. They present a t-resilient protocol for n asynchronous processes in a shared-memory environment such that at least p processes eventually learn that at least processes have awakened and have begun participating in the protocol. In addition, protocols that determine the set of processes to set to sleep exist in the literature [8] , [9] , [3] . The stabilizing deactivation/reactivation protocol distinguishes itself from most existing wake-up and deactivation (sleeping) protocols in three ways. First, the stabilizing deactivation/reactivation protocol combines the deactivation and reactivation protocols. Second, the protocol achieves deactivation and reactivation of the system processes in bounded time. Third, these upper bounds are obtained starting from any arbitrary system configuration or after a transient fault in the system.
In this paper, we propose a novel synchronous selfstabilizing protocol for the deactivation of the distributed system services in the absence of demand and the reactivation of these services on demand. The proposed protocol is referred to as the stabilizing deactivation/reactivation protocol and has many applications in sensor, mobile, and ad hoc networks. Only a single-type message carrying no information is sent in the system and the message buffer for receiving these messages in each process can store at most one message.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the properties of the deactivation/reactivation protocol. Section 3 contains an in-depth discussion of the system model, namely, the communication primitives used in the algorithm, the input, the variables, and the actions of the deactivation/reactivation system. Section 4 presents our self-stabilizing deactivation/reactivation protocol. In Sections 5 and 6, we provide a correctness proof of the deactivation/reactivation and determine the values of system parameters. We conclude the paper in Section 7 with some final remarks.
PROPERTIES OF DEACTIVATION/REACTIVATION PROTOCOLS
A deactivation/reactivation protocol is one that can be used by the processes in a distributed protocol to "deactivate" and "reactivate" all of the processes in the protocol. The main idea of such a protocol is as follows: When a process p½i needs to reactivate all of the processes in the protocol, process p½i becomes active and starts to broadcast "tick" messages periodically to its neighboring processes. When a neighboring process receives a tick message, the neighboring process becomes active or stays active and broadcasts a tick message to its neighboring processes. Then, the cycle repeats. Eventually, all of the processes in the protocol start to receive tick messages periodically and stay active. Later, when process p½i no longer needs to keep all of the protocol processes active, p½i becomes inactive and stops broadcasting the tick messages. When a process in the protocol does not receive any tick message for some specified time period, the process becomes inactive. Thus, eventually, all of the processes in the protocol become inactive. Our deactivation/reactivation protocol is also required to satisfy two real-time properties. First, there is a time period T d such that, if no process needs to activate the protocol processes at any time during the interval ½t; t þ T , where T ! T d , then all of the protocol processes are inactive during the time interval ½t þ T d ; t þ T . Second, there is a time period T r such that, if one or more processes need to activate the protocol processes at any time during the interval ½t; t þ T , where T ! T r , then all of the protocol processes are active during the time interval ½t þ T r ; t þ T . The time period T d is called the time period to deactivation and the time period T r is called the time period to reactivation.
In order that our deactivation/reactivation protocol will satisfy these real-time properties, the processes in the protocol need to execute synchronously (rather than asynchronously) and the message propagation delay between neighboring processes needs to be bounded from above. Next, we give an overview of the processes and their synchronous execution in our protocol.
Each process in our protocol has a Boolean input named "wakeup" and a Boolean variable named "active." The wakeup input in each process p½i acts as the interface between the application and our protocol in p½i. For instance, when the application in p½i needs to activate all of the processes in the protocol, the application assigns the value true to the wakeup input in p½i. Then, within T r time units, each active variable in each process in the protocol is assigned the value true. Later, when the application in p½i no longer needs to keep all the processes active, the application assigns the value false to the wakeup input in p½i. One of two outcomes is possible in this case. Within T d time units, either the active variable in p½i continues to have the value true (indicating that the application in another process still needs to keep all of the processes in the protocol active) or the active variable in p½i is assigned the value false (indicating that no application in any process needs to keep all of the processes in the protocol active).
Each process in our protocol has two actions. Each action can read but not write the wakeup input in its process and it can both read and write each variable in its process.
We assume that the real time is defined by an infinite sequence of discrete instants: instant 0, instant 1, instant 2, and so on. The time period between any two consecutive instants t and t þ 1, also called a time unit, is denoted by the time interval ðt; t þ 1Þ. We assume that the enabled actions in all processes in the protocol are executed only at the discrete instants of real time and not during the time intervals between instants. (This implies that action execution takes zero time.)
The state of a process in our protocol during any time interval ðt; t þ 1Þ is defined by the value of each variable in this process during the time interval ðt; t þ 1Þ. Note that, since no action is executed during any time interval, the value of every variable in every process and the state of every process in the protocol remain fixed during every time interval.
The state of our protocol during any time interval ðt; t þ 1Þ is defined by the collection of the states of all processes in the protocol during the time interval ðt; t þ 1Þ. Note that the state of the protocol remains fixed during any time interval.
Let S 0 denote the state of our protocol during the time interval (0, 1). (Recall that this state remains fixed during the time interval (0, 1).) Then, at the next time instant, instant 1, every action (in every process in the protocol) that is enabled for execution is executed, yielding the next protocol state, denoted as S 1 . State S 1 remains fixed during the time interval (1, 2) . Then, at the next time instant, instant 2, every action (in every process in the protocol) is executed, yielding the next protocol state, denoted as S 2 , and so on. The resulting infinite sequence of protocol states, S 0 ; S 1 ; S 2 ; Á Á Á , is called a computation of the protocol. We are now ready to formally specify the two real-time properties of our protocol:
1. Deactivation. In each computation S 0 ; S 1 ; S 2 ; Á Á Á of the protocol where the wakeup input in every process in the protocol has the value false at each protocol state, the active variable in every process in the protocol has the value false at each of the protocol states S Td ; S Tdþ1 ; S Tdþ2 ; Á Á Á . 2. Reactivation. In each computation S 0 ; S 1 ; S 2 ; Á Á Á of the protocol where the wakeup input in at least one process in the protocol has the value true at each protocol state, the active variable in every process in the protocol has the value true at each of the protocol states S Tr ; S Trþ1 ; S Trþ2 ; Á Á Á . Note that these two properties need to be satisfied for each protocol computation S 0 ; S 1 ; S 2 ; Á Á Á whose initial protocol state S 0 is arbitrary. This indicates that the correctness of our protocol does not depend on the initial state of the protocol. Thus, our protocol is stabilizing.
INPUT, VARIABLES, AND ACTIONS
In this section, we discuss the input, variables, and actions in each process in our deactivation/reactivation protocol.
The topology of the deactivation/reactivation protocol is an undirected graph where the following conditions hold: First, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the nodes in the graph and the processes in the protocol. Second, each edge between two nodes in the graph indicates that the two corresponding processes are "neighbors" in the protocol and, so, can send messages to one another.
Each process in the deactivation/reactivation protocol has one local input, four local variables, and a set of actions to be executed by the process. Next, we describe each of these six items in more detail.
The local input in each process is named wakeup. As mentioned in the previous section, a process can read but not write its wakeup input and, so, the value of this input is determined by the application that uses this deactivation/ reactivation protocol.
Each process has four local variables, named active, accept, message buffer, and timer. These variables are read and written only by the actions of their process.
The Boolean variable active in a process indicates whether or not the process is active.
The Boolean variable accept in a process is used by the process to limit the number of messages that the process forwards within the protocol. If the process receives a message when its accept variable is true, then the process accepts the message, forwards a copy of the message to every neighboring process, and assigns false to the accept variable for some specified time period. If the process receives a message when its accept variable is false, then the process discards the message.
The buffer of each process holds at most one incoming message until that message is received by the process. (We assumed that these message buffers are used solely by the deactivation/reactivation protocol. Therefore, when this protocol is combined with other protocols, these other protocols need to use independent buffers.)
The processes in our protocol exchange one type of message, called a tick message. For a process to send a tick message, this process executes
Execution of this statement by a process causes one tick message to arrive, after some propagation delay, at the message buffer of each neighboring process of the sending process. If a tick message arrives at the buffer of a neighboring process when this buffer has a ðtickÞ message, then the newly arrived tick message is lost. Otherwise, the arrived tick message is stored in the empty buffer. Later, this tick message is removed from the buffer of the neighboring process when this process executes rcv tick:
For simplicity, we assume that the propagation delay of a tick message is more than zero and less than one time unit. Thus, if a process executes broadcast tick at instant t, then the broadcast tick message arrives at the buffer of a neighboring process during time interval ðt; t þ 1Þ and the neighboring process receives the tick message at instant t þ 1.
Each process in the deactivation/reactivation protocol updates its timer variable as follows: When a process executes a statement of the form timeout after < period >; the value of timer in that process is set to < period > . At each time instant, the value of each timer in each process in the protocol is synchronously decremented by one. When the value of timer in a process p½i is decremented by one and becomes 0 at instant t, then p½i executes its timeout action at instant t. Each execution of a timeout action includes an execution of a statement of the form timeout after < period > . Because we assume that the execution of an action takes zero time, the value of timer in process p½i ends up being the value of < period > at instant t.
Each action in each process in the deactivation/reactivation protocol is of the form < guard > ! < sequence of statements > :
The < sequence of statements > is executed only at an instant when the < guard > of that action is true. Each process has two actions of the form rcv tick ! < sequence of statements >; timeout ! < sequence of statements > :
The first action is executed at instant t if the message buffer of the process has a tick message at t. The second action is executed at instant t if the timer of the process has value 0 at t.
We assume that the execution of an action takes zero time. Thus, executing the two actions in a process, provided that their guards are true at t, starts at t and also finishes at t.
At each instant t, the actions of every process in the protocol are executed at instant t in three steps. First, if the message buffer of the process has a tick message, then this message is removed from the buffer and the sequence of statements in the receiving action of the process is executed. Second, the value of the timer variable of the process is decremented by one. Third, if the value of the timer variable of the process is 0, then the sequence of statements in the timeout action of the process is executed.
THE DEACTIVATION/REACTIVATION PROTOCOL
We are now ready to present our deactivation/reactivation protocol. The basic idea of this protocol is simple enough. When the wakeup input of a process p½i is true, p½i makes its active variable true and broadcasts a tick message to all of its neighbors every Y time units. The broadcast tick messages end up at the message buffer of every neighboring process of p½i. When a process p½j receives a tick message from its message buffer and it is ready to accept it, that is, its accept variable is true, p½j makes its active variable true and broadcasts a tick message to all of its neighbors and the cycle repeats. When a process p½i detects that it has not received any tick messages for a long time period, say, Z time units, process p½i concludes that the wakeup input in every process in the protocol is false. In this case, p½i makes its own active variable false.
Note that this protocol has two nice features. First, the protocol processes exchange only one type of message, namely, the tick message. Second, the exchanged tick messages have no fields.
Our deactivation/reactivation protocol, as described so far, has a problem. If a process p½i broadcasts even one tick message (possibly because its wakeup input has become false after broadcasting the first tick message and before broadcasting the second tick message), then this one message can, over time, generate an unbounded number of tick messages that populate the protocol indefinitely.
This problem can be solved as follows: Each process is provided with a Boolean local variable named accept. If a process p½i receives a tick message when its accept variable is true, p½i handles this message as above, that is, p½i makes its active variable true and broadcasts tick messages to every one of its neighbors, but makes its accept variable false for a period of Y time units. If p½i receives a tick message when its accept variable is false, p½i discards the message.
The program for a process p½i in our deactivation/ reactivation protocol is specified in Fig. 1 . Note that the program of process p½i has two actions. The first action is executed only when the message buffer of p½i has a tick message, and the second action is executed only when the timer variable of p½i has the value zero.
Note that the value of timer in each process p½i is updated as follows: First, the value of timer becomes Y or Z when the statement timeout after Y or timeout after Z (respectively) is executed. Second, the value of timer in each process p½i is decremented by one after each time unit. Because Y < Z, the range of values of timer in each process p½i is 0 . . . Z.
The above specification of our deactivation/reactivation protocol is not complete. To complete this specification, we need to define four time periods: Y , Z, the time period to deactivation T d , and the time period to reactivation T r . In the next section, we choose a reasonable value for Y and use this value to compute T d as a function of Y and Z. Then, in Section 6, we choose a reasonable value for Z and use this value to compute T r as a function of Y and Z.
ANALYSIS OF DEACTIVATION
Assume that the value of Y in our protocol satisfies the following condition:
where N is the number of processes in the protocol.
In this section, we show that, under (1), the above protocol satisfies the deactivation property discussed in Section 2. In order to facilitate the presentation of Theorems 1 and 2 (below), we need the following definition.
Let M be a tick message received and accepted by a process i at some instant. We know that, upon receipt of message M, process i may broadcast a tick message M 1 . In this case, message M 1 is said to be an offspring of message M, that is, M 1 ¼ offspringðMÞ. This definition can be recursively generalized as follows: A message M 0 is said to be an offspring of message M iff there exists a sequence of messages M 1 ; M 2 ; Á Á Á ; M k for k > 1 such that the following conditions hold:
0 is said to be an offspring of M iff M directly or indirectly causes M 0 through a number of tick messages. Theorem 1. If a process in the deactivation/reactivation protocol receives and accepts a message and later receives any offspring of this message, the process is guaranteed to discard the offspring.
Proof. If process P i receives an offspring of message M that P i sent at time t, then a cycle C of processes P i ; P 1 ; P 2 ; Á Á Á ; P k ; P i exists such that P 1 receives and accepts message M sent by P i at time t, for each process l, where 0 < l < k, P lþ1 receives and accepts an offspring of message M sent by P l , and P i receives an offspring of message M sent by P k . Without loss of generality, let cycle C be of length at most N. Since the length of the cycle is at most N and each message transmission takes at most one time unit, an offspring of M arrives at P i in the time interval ½t; t þ N. Since process P i assigns false to its accept variable at time t and the accept value remains false until the rcv action is executed at time t þ Y ¼ t þ N (see the algorithm), the offspring of M is discarded by process P i . Hence, the theorem follows. t u Theorem 2. If a process times out and broadcasts a tick message at a state S t , then no offspring of this tick message is in some message buffer in the protocol at state S tþY .
Proof. Let P 0 ; P 1 ; P 2 ; Á Á Á P k be a maximal sequence of processes such that P 1 receives and accepts message M sent by P 0 at time t, P 2 receives and accepts an offspring of message M sent by P 1 at time t þ 1, P 3 receives and accepts an offspring of message M sent by P 2 at time t þ 2, and so on. By Theorem 1, we know that this sequence cannot contain a cycle. Therefore, the sequence does not have any repetitions. Since the number of processes is bounded by N, k < N holds. Then, an offspring of M can be received but not accepted by a process after time t þ N À 1. Consecutively, if an offspring of M is received at time t þ N by a process, it is removed from the message buffer and discarded and no offspring of M is sent by this process at time t þ N. Hence, the theorem follows.
t u Theorem 3 (Deactivation Theorem). Consider a computation S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á of the deactivation/reactivation protocol and assume that the wakeup input of each process p½i in the protocol is false at every state S i in this computation. At each of the states S Y þ2Z ; S Y þ2Zþ1 ; Á Á Á in the computation, the active variable in every process in the protocol has the value false.
Proof. First, observe that, since the wakeup input is false for all processes at states S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á , no timeout can cause a broadcast statement to be executed (see the algorithm). Then, at states S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á in the computation, each process p½i in the protocol broadcasts a tick message only when process p½i receives a tick message from its buffer when its accept variable is true. This received message appears in the buffer either due to arbitrary initialization or due to the fact that p½i has received a tick message in the computation S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á . At state S 0 , any tick message of some message buffer is due to arbitrary initialization. Then, at states S 1 ; S 2 ; Á Á Á , any tick message in some message buffer is an offspring of an initialization message. Now, by Theorem 2, we have that, at each of the states S Y ; S Y þ1 ; Á Á Á in the computation, all message buffers are empty. At state S Y , the accept variable of each process is either true or false. We now consider these two cases. In each case, we show that the active variable of the process becomes false. Case 1. The accept variable for a process p½i is true at state S Y .
We know that the timer variable of process p½i contains at most Z at state S Y . Now, notice that, in such a state, no guard other than the last branch of the timeout guard can ever be enabled. Then, it is easy to see that a timeout will be issued and the active variable of the process becomes false at the latest at state S ZþY .
Case 2. The accept variable for process p½i is false at state S Y .
We know that the timer variable of process p½i contains at most Z at state S Y . Then, clearly, a timeout is issued at the latest at state S ZþY and the accept variable of process p½i is assigned true. In addition, the timer variable of the process is assigned Z. Notice that, in such a state, no guard other than the last branch of the timeout guard can ever be enabled. Now, observe that a timeout will be issued and the active variable of the process becomes false at the latest at state S Y þ2Z .
It is easy to see that, after the active and accept variables of the process become false and true, respectively, at the latest at state S Y þ2Z , since no other action other than the one corresponding to the last branch of the timeout guard can ever be executed by process p½i, the process continues to have false and true in its active and accept variables at states S Y þ2Z ; S Y þ2Zþ1 ; Á Á Á . Hence, the theorem follows.
t u
From Theorem 3, the deactivation period T d of our protocol is given as follows:
ANALYSIS OF REACTIVATION
Assume that the value of Z in our protocol satisfies the following condition:
where D is the diameter of the protocol and Y satisfies (1).
In this section, we show that, under (3), our protocol satisfies the stabilization and reactivation properties discussed in Section 2. In order to facilitate the presentation of Theorems 4, 5, and 6, we need the following definition.
Let S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á ; be a computation of the deactivation/ reactivation protocol. State S t of this computation is proper iff every process p½i in the protocol satisfies the following condition at S t :
if accept in p½i is false at S t then active in p½i is true at S t , timer of p½i has a value Y at S t , and p½i has broadcasted a tick message at state S tÀðY ÀkÞ where k is the value of the timer at process p½i at state S t Theorem 4 (Stabilization Property). In any computation S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á ; S Z ; S Zþ1 ; Á Á Á , each of the states S Z ; S Zþ1 ; Á Á Á is proper.
Proof. The initial value of the timer of any p½i is at most Z.
Since the timer of each process p½i is decremented by one at each time instant, the timer of each process p½i becomes zero and its timeout guard becomes true no later than state S Z . Then, when the timeout action of p½i is executed, one of the three branches of the if statement in this timeout action is executed before or at time Z.
Observe that, each time one of the branches of this if statement is executed, one of the following holds: Case 1. wakeup is true. In this case, the accept variable of p½i is assigned false, the active variable of p½i is assigned true, the timer variable of p½i is assigned Y , and p½i broadcasts a tick message. Then, process p½i satisfies the proper condition. Case 2. :wakeup^:accept is true. In this case, the accept variable of process p½i is assigned true and, obviously, the proper condition holds for p½i.
Case 3. :wakeup^accept is true. In this case, the accept variable of process p½i is true initially and remains true after the execution of the action; hence, the proper condition holds for p½i.
We showed that, after the timeout action of any process p½i is executed, the proper condition holds for each process at state S Z or earlier. Observe that, whenever process p½i assigns false to its accept variable, it also assigns true to its active variable, broadcasts tick messages, and sets its timer variable to Y (see the second branch of the rcv guard and the first branch of the broadcast guard of the algorithm). Therefore, by the definition of the proper condition, we conclude that, after the proper condition holds for p½i, the proper condition continues to hold for p½i. Since the proper condition holds for each process at state S Z or earlier and continues to hold afterward, each of the states S Z ; S Zþ1 ; Á Á Á is proper. Hence, the theorem follows.
When a tick message is received by a process, if the accept variable of the process is false due to arbitrary initialization, the received tick message is discarded, but no tick message is sent by the process prior to the receipt of tick message M. Otherwise, that is, if the accept variable is false when message M is received due to some action execution of the protocol, then a tick message must have been sent by the process prior to the receipt of M (see the actions of the protocol that assigns false to the accept variable). The last tick message, M 0 , sent by the process prior to the receipt of message M is referred to as a replacement message of message M. In addition, any replacement message of M 0 is also referred to as a replacement message of message M and so on.
Theorem 5. Consider a computation S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á of the deactivation/reactivation protocol and assume that the wakeup input of some process p½i in the protocol is true at every S i in the computation. If process p½i sends tick message M at time t, where t ! Z þ D, process p½j other than process p½i may receive a replacement message of message M as early as time ðt þ DÞ À ðD À 1ÞY .
Proof. Let p½i; p½i 1 ; p½i 2 ; p½i 3 ; Á Á Á ; p½i k ; p½j be the shortest path of processes from process p½i to process p½j such that process p½i is a neighbor of process p½i 1 that is a neighbor of process p½i 2 and so on. A replacement message is sent along this path as follows: Message M sent by process p½i at time t is received by process p½i 1 at time t þ 1. Inductively, it can be shown that process p½j may receive the replacement tick message M k as early as time ðt þ DÞ À ðD À 1ÞY from process p½i k . Hence, the theorem follows. t u Theorem 6. Consider a computation S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á of the deactivation/reactivation protocol and assume that the wakeup input of some process p½i in the protocol is true at every S i in the computation. If process p½j other than process p½i receives a tick message at state S t , where t ! Z þ D, then p½j receives a tick message at state S t 0 , where
Proof. We first show that, if process p½j other than process p½i receives a tick message at state S t , where t ! Z þ D, then p½j receives a tick message at state S t 0 , where t 0 > t and t 0 À t DY . Consider two tick messages, M 1 and M 2 , broadcast by process p½i at times t and t þ Y , where t ! Z þ D, respectively. In order to maximize the time gap between the receipts of two messages that are offsprings of messages M 1 and M 2 by an arbitrary process p½j in the protocol, we assume that message M 1 sent by process p½i is discarded and replaced by the oldest possible message in the protocol. On the other hand, message M 2 is not discarded and arrives at process p½j at its proper time with the largest possible delay.
By Theorem 5, we know that a message that is a replacement message of M 1 can be received as early as time ðt þ DÞ À ðD À 1ÞY . It is easy to see that if an offspring of message M 2 sent by process p½i at time t þ Y arrives at process p½j at the time with the largest delay, then this message arrives at process p½j at time t þ Y þ D. Therefore, the largest possible gap between the receipts of two messages is given by
which is equal to
DY :
Hence, the theorem follows. t u Theorem 7 (Reactivation Theorem). Consider a computation S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á ; and assume that the wakeup input of some process p½i in the protocol is true at every S i . At each of the states S Zþ2Y þD ; S Zþ2Y þDþ1 ; Á Á Á ; the active variable in every process in the protocol has the value true.
Proof. We first show that process p½i whose wakeup input is true at each state of the computation has the value true in its active variable at states S Z ; S Zþ1 ; Á Á Á . Since, at each time instant, the timer in p½i is decremented by one, in a transition ðS k ; S kþ1 Þ, where k Z À 1, either the timer of p½i becomes zero and the timeout action of p½i is executed or process p½i receives a message, increments its timer, and sets its active variable to true. In the latter case, we showed that the active variable of process p½i becomes true. In the first case, that is, the first branch of the timeout action is executed, the active variable of process p½i is assigned true at the latest at time Z À 1. It is easy to see that, for process p½i (and for each such process) whose wakeup input remains true, once its active variable becomes true, it remains true.
We now consider a process p½j whose wakeup input remains false or fluctuates between true and false at states S 0 ; S 1 ; Á Á Á . Since process p½i has true in its active variable and it broadcasts a tick message in every time interval of size Y time units, we know that process p½i broadcasts a tick message in time interval ½Z; Z þ Y . By Theorem 5, we know that this tick message can be replaced by a replacement tick message that arrives at process p½j as early as state S 2DþY . Observe that, if the message sent in this interval finds the accept variables of the processes on all paths from process p½i to process p½j to be true, then an offspring of the message can arrive at process p½j at the latest at state S ZþY þD . Then, we can conclude that a message arrives at process p½j in time
Observe that, when process p½j receives a tick message at the latest at state S ZþY þD , it finds the accept variable of process p½j to be either true or false. If process p½j finds its accept variable to be true, it is easy to see that it sets its timer variable to Y and issues a timeout at the latest at state S Zþ2Y þD . Otherwise, that is, if it finds the accept variable of process p½j to be false, since state S ZþY þD is proper, the timer of process p½j contains a value at most Y and process p½j issues a timeout at state S Zþ2Y þD . Notice that, if process p½j (or any other process) receives a message followed by a timeout action execution, it sets its active variable to true. Now, we will show that, after the active variable of process p½j is set to true, it remains true. Notice that, after process p½j executes a timeout action, either the accept and the timer variables of the process are set to false and Y , respectively, or the accept and the timer variables of the process are set to true and Z, respectively. Consider the first case, where the accept and the timer variables of the process are set to false and Y , respectively. Observe that the only way to set the active variable of process p½j to false is to execute the third branch of the timeout guard. We know that, in order for the third branch of the timeout guard to be executed by process p½j, its accept variable should be equal to true. Then, process p½j has to execute the second branch of the timeout guard to set the accept variable of process p½j to true prior to the execution of its third branch of the timeout guard. We know that, when the second branch of the timeout guard is executed, the implicit timer variable of process p½i is set to Z. Then, observe that, in both of the aforementioned cases, prior to executing the third branch of the timeout guard, the accept variable of process p½j is set to true and the timer of the process is set to Z. If the third branch of the timeout guard is executed by process p½j after the process has Z in its timer variable, then we know that process p½j does not receive a tick message between the executions of these two branches for a period of Z time units. This is because, if a tick message has been received between the executions of these two branches, the accept variable of process p½j would have been set to false and the third branch would not have been executed. This contradicts Theorem 6. Hence, the theorem follows. t u From Theorem 6, it follows that the reactivation period T r of our protocol is as follows:
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented a novel self-stabilizing algorithm for the deactivation of distributed protocol services in the absence of demand and the reactivation of the services upon demand. In addition to being simple, self-stabilizing, and uniform, the following features of the algorithm make it desirable: First, single-size buffer per process, which can be implemented by a single bit, is used. Second, the messages of the algorithm contain no information. Third, no messages are sent when no process needs the service. Fourth, a limited number of messages are sent when some processes need the service. The deactivation/reactivation protocol has two parameters: Y and Z. We showed Y to be at least N, where N is the number of processes in the deactivation/reactivation protocol. We also showed that Z needs to be greater than or equal to DY , where D is the network diameter in the deactivation/reactivation protocol. Consider a protocol where N is equal to 100 and D is about logN, which is about 7. For this network, Y needs to be at least 100 time units and Z needs to be at least 700 time units, where a time unit is about 100 milliseconds. This means that the process that needs the service needs to send a tick message every 10 seconds. This also means that, when a process does not receive a tick message for 2.5 minutes, it concludes that no process in the deactivation/reactivation protocol needs the service and deactivates itself.
One of the provisions of the proposed algorithm is the reduction in the number of messages exchanged in the presence of some active processes in the protocol to keep the protocol processes active. We now show an upper bound on the number of messages exchanged in the presence of some active processes. Consider a protocol state where k protocol processes are active and assume that all protocol processes remain active for T time units. First, observe that no protocol process broadcasts tick messages more than once during any time interval of size Y . Then, in the worst case, each channel can carry at most one message in each direction in every Y time units. Then, the number of messages sent in the protocol in T time units is dT =Y e2jEj, where jEj is the number of edges in the communication network.
We assumed that the propagation delay of messages is nonzero and at most one unit of time. It is straightforward to relax this assumption and assume an arbitrary but bounded message propagation delay. In addition, we assumed that processes execute their actions at each time instance in lock-step synchrony. It is an open problem to devise an asynchronous version of the proposed deactivation/reactivation protocol.
